
Valentine Date Dress (Coffee Date with a Bib)

By: sweetiepiebakery

http://www.burdastyle.com/projects/valentine-date-dress-coffee-date-with-a-bib

My inspiration mainly came from this dress on ModCloth. I thought the ruffled bib was a bit too much, but in
that cute sorta way. Constructing a ruffled bib in ribbons and lace reminds me of a candy box, which is
perfect for Valentine’s Day. So, I pulled out my red velvet and looked for a simple dress to compliment all
that bibbage…bibbage? I chose to try out the Coffee Date Dress. I had never made one so thought it would
be a good time to try it out, not to mention, it’s free! I found the pattern to be super simple, even with cutting
my own seam allowance. I made some modifications in that I chose to make the skirt a bit fuller, keeping the
waist the same size and adding the bib. This was also the first time I sewed a garment with velvet. The seams
went together rather nicely as when you press the velvet together, the pile will sorta glue itself together, no
pinning needed. The most difficult time I had was with the zipper! I had to take one side out three times. I
realized I was sewing in the opposite direction that the velvet wanted to lay, hence pushing my zipper in all
sorts of wrong directions. Finally, the velvet, the zipper and I had a long talk and all was right in the
end….except for the sizing! I lost some weight during the process of the construction of this dress so….I’m
offering it up! GIVEAWAY-enter to win this dress! click here

Materials

velvet

Step 1 — Draft your Bib
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Fold a sheet of paper in half and make a small curve for the bottom of the bib. Keep it tall since you can
adjust the height in the next step

Step 2 — Draft your Bib

Place the bib over the dress front to determine how low you’ll want it to go, and how high you’ll want it to
come up on the dress. Mark the template accordingly.
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Step 3 — Cut your Bib and Placket

Place the bib template onto the fold of your fabric. No seam allowance is necessary for this bib.

For the placket, I cut 2 strips measured at 2" x the height of your bib. Sew the side seams together with 1/8"
seam allowance and turn right side out. Press well.

Step 4 — Sew the Placket and Ruffles

Position the placket in the center of the bib and pin into place. Cut two lengths of small white piping and pin
it under the placket. Secure the piping and placket to the bib, sewing as close to the edge of the placket as
possible.

For the ruffles, measure the distance for each ruffle, and then double the amount of ribbon or lace you are
using. Gather the ribbon and then sew each one into place.

Step 5 — Sew the Trim

To finish off the bib, I sewed some remaining ribbon around the edge using a top stitch on the machine. Sew
carefully as the ribbon is not a true bias tape and the curves may be a bit tricky.
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Step 6 — Sew the Bib

Pin the bib into place and sew it to the front of the dress by hand.

Step 7 — Continue with the Pattern

Continue with the Coffee Date Pattern by adding the facings to the dress. After you’ve completed your dress,
sew on your buttons to the false placket!
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